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CHAPTER V

IDEOLOGY OP CO-OPERATIVE LEADERSHIP

SHRI. Y«J . MOHITE

This chapter contains thte ideological constriction 

Shri. Yeshwantrao Jijabe Mohite the founder-in-chief of 

Krishna Sahakari sakar Karakhane & s minister in Maharashtra 

Govt. Cebinate for 1S60 to 1979 & M.P, from 1979 onwards.

Mr. Y.J. Mohite is the only sugar Co-Operative leader who 

has made an attempt to frame his own ideology like socialism 

Co-Operation, Agro- industrial structure of society, Politic 

party ceder etc. His mein theme is Socialism through
KCo-Operation.. He is known iB Mahara$tra as a Marxist thinke 

who had led a Marxist - Leninist Party called by the name 

* Peasant & workers Party* in early period of his Political 

carrier. A.n at:empt has been this chapter to focus on this 

all these ideological construct & brief life sketch.
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YESHWANTRAO JIJABA MOHITB.

Yeshwantcao Jijeba Mohite was born on 7th Nov* 1920*

He received his primary education at Islampur later his 

joined Raiarem College of Kolhapur & took his B.Sc. degree 

from there. He then worked as teacher in Islampur Highschool 

Islampur where he influence of Acharya Jawadekar & his 

scientific socialism.

He entered politics in his school days. Along with 

his friend principal P.G. Patil Ber-at-law he participate in 

the Quit India Movement 1942. He become an ardent followers 

of Jedhe & Moire-who founded the P.W.P. He also took part in 

the Sauyukta Maharashtra Movement. The famous Koyane Dam 

is his effdfers as worker in the P.W.P. He elected as a 

member of the legistative Assembly in 1952 on behalf of P.W.P 

In 1957, he c onyxes ted Assembly seat independently. He 

entered congress party on 4th April 1960. He was a minister 

in state Govt, from 1960 to 1979. Till 1969 he was Home 

minister & Agriculture Minister. He efficiently handled 

Home Ministership, state transport service, Co-operation, 

food & civil supplies department. Since 1979 he is a 

member of Parliament.

Yeshwentrao is know to Maharashtra as an independent 

thinker, active philosopher & progressive leader. His
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idealism, moval character & sharp intelligence are his 

specialities.

Krishna Sahakari Karkhna is a movement of his 

dynamic philosophy & constructive work. He is the chief 

promoter of that industry.

His political though ere expressed thought hii 

speeches at verious place. His Whitepaper cn ' Co-operavive 

movement in Maharashtra' " Sugar Cane industry in Maharastra" 

are his two valuable works. He intensely dervies that the 

poverty-stricken rural population should progress. He 

strogly believes that Co-operation is the only solution for 

rural populations. He is influenced by the ideology of 

pandit Nehru, Narendra Dev. Achary jawsdekar & Manevendre 

Rey. He is a realist political thinker.
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COMMUNISM INDIA

Y.J. Mohite is a deep student of Marxism which has 

swayed upon his thoughts. He thinks that Marxism is a 

philosophy & that's all never come to-gether. India will 

never never embrace Marxism. But the socialismn to v&ich 

we have march has the foundation in Marxism.

It is difficult# be belives to bring about a social 

revolution according to Marxist social Philosophy. He 

explains deary why socialism is physible in our contry.

Mohite first analyses the state of society which he 

studies in its entirely^ & explains why capitalism was 

created in our society. How society created ? He explained 

that society is the outcome of man's needs which ere created 

as a result of his biological instincts. Then follow his 

secondary needs. Money is the means to satisfy these needs#

& thus it has become a potentpower in society. According 

to man's natural instict. Thus man began to loved money & 

Thus a capitalalist class cropped up. He refused to pay 

surplus income from his profit workers. Thus rich class 

come up on one hand & another class of workers on the other 

hand. There was dissatisfaction among to workers who were 

required to be though to fight for their k rights. They cane

2



to be celled serf c . L’his calss was always see, thing with 

dissatisfaction & began to think of throwing the salvery of 

the capital class.

By this time the city people began to manufacture 

things with help of Machines & their intelligence. This 

class become the merchant class. Workers began to run 

towards cities & the landords began to feel the want of 

workers. They had to spend more on land. There W'rs a confict 

between the 1?: ndlords & the capitalists, who were hated by 

the farmers, finally capitalism had a ws sway over the feudal 

cless. Gepicalisrr. pattern of society came to be established. 

In India, co began with there was feddel revolution wich 

was later on thrown into background by the urban revolution. 

That again received a set-back by Capitalism.

Who is a capitalist 1 We call him a capitalist who 

has wealth & means of production. But Yeshwantrao says, a 

rich man does not necessarily become a Capitalist. In 

communism as well as in socialism the rich people have a 

place, one who has produced his means of production out of 

him wealth & emplyed some people & are who is rich cannot 

be termed as a capitalist but he shose way of production
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& economy is based on the
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exploitation of the society & buying labour can be called a 

capitalist. Among Capitalists there ere two types, a big 

Bourgeoise & petty Bourgeois are possessed the machinery 

where as the other only worked at it the latter was called 

the petty Bourgeoise. Then these was a confict between the 

two. But they united against feudalism & establish their 

superity over them. But later on they were split into two 

seats & began to grow. The machinary owner & the petty 

bourgeois had a conflict over surplus production & profit & 

this stayed in the capitalistic form of society.

Then Yeshwantrao questioned what is revolution ?

Why does a man turn a revolutionary ? & what is resolution

it self ?

He admits the definition of a revolutionary " A true 

revolutionary wants to bring about a change in the established 

order of things & believes that it is his right to do so”.

Why does Society become revolutionary ? Mohite goes 

on to say when we consider economic problem we have to account 

for the surplus© production which includes surplus. This 

surplus labour means surplus things in life, which is wealth
the labour turns into.
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Revolution "has a relation to production & labour.

In feudalism & Capitalism revolutions & rising began to 

tfeke place & the surplus production resulted in confict.

When the economy reaches such a stage that no one can save 

money Sc by means of production if he has money revolution 

take place. Mohite says that wealth is the Surplus lebout 

of man. Society should a right over it. One man cannot be 

hoard it, Welth should be distributed equally a-mong all.

When a man is out break this inequality & unjustic in 

society he is called revolationary. Only that should have 

self confidence.

What is revolution ? It has te two part. In the first 

part the adverse social order is included & in the second 

the destruction of the factors that came in the way of 

progress of society is involved. Revolution means doing 

away will what is old & troublesome & to accept what is 

congenial to society, to get what is necessary to k the
j-

peace & prosperity of the society annihilating what is yotten 

& improper. Thus a revolucionay reconstruct society on this 

basis.

Mohite examine Marxist philosophy ' - & social 

structure of India. The he accept the quation of Manavendra
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Roy experience be says that: India does not have that working 

class wich will bring about a revolution. The working class 

which is out k£ to fight. Those there who are engaged in 

feudalism & industry. Indian have middle class which took 

English education & accepted clerking. The working class in 

India is not dependent upon capitalism in the real sense of 

the term as propounded by Karl Marx. Indian Society is ± 

flexible. It is all carp rehensible. Hence there will be no 

possiblity of a sudden revolution & blood revolution which 

goes against the principle of humanity. What India will be 

a change in society on the basis of evolution. Mohite thinks 

that a total revolution as envisaged by Jayprakash Narayan 

is impossible in India because such revolutions will cause 

unrest in society & nothing new will be est*|bished. What 

is Russian experience after blood revolution ? He says 

" In this nation dictatorship prevailed. The party in power 

will never give up its clutch over government. The structure 

of our society is different. "

We cannot effect a Marxist revolution. But he maintain 

that a basic revolution is possible considering man as 

central point to march towards social revolution there is no 

other goes except Co-operation. Bhoodan, Gramdan & Sarvodeye 

did: not go a long way in establishing cocialism. Real
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Socialism beging from the very basis of Society Co-operation 

should basis of the Society for establishing Societism.

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM

Yeshwant Mohite is much influenced by Socialism.

Yet he does not so much confr rm to communism? " as he does 

to socialism. White defining socialism he says " Socialism 

means cumulative or common ownership of productive means ”,

Comrnunusim & socialism ere generally confused what 

is the distinction between the two? In communism all the 

productive means are owned by the state & no one has the right 

to revolt. ihe core of communism is the fact the society in 

power keeps sway ever the means of production. But in 

socialism the ownership of the means of production does not 

lie with the individual but with the workers who directly 

working with them v This is the chief difference between 

communism & Socialism.

Indian Society will not allow communism to spread.

Why do we bar Communism? Mohite goes on to explain " In 

communism the means of production are - • owned by the state 

which cannot be thrown over so easily & the state is getting 

stronger & strorger artificially. As no one can change it.
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We do not want communism.

Mohite entgjreces Socialism because it wealth can be 

equally divided. Weath is owned by the society. Socilism 

gives importance to the equal distribution of surplus wealth 

created in the present as well as in the future. Se we want 

socialism.

Society is comprised of a number of citizens who have 

equal rights in Socialistic state. No one has special rights 

& no one can exploit the other. No one capitalist exploit 

other's labour & money.

To bring about socialism yeswantrao Mohite suggests 

many ways. He says that the right over wealth that has come 

down by heritage should be abolished & the right of society 

over it should be established.

But he does not agree to the view that a man's h : ■* 

wealth should be accumulated to the state. For a person 

has some duties to purform as father e.g. to nurse son, 

educate ' him. But after fulfilling these duties, the money 

thafc is left over should belong to society.

Socialism differs with every state. Indian Socialism 

should shape according to Indian conditions & it we must 

firstly tackle the problems of industries in private Sector.

I economic equilibrium is to be maintained limits should be
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put on land holding along with urban property, limits should Js 

be set on capitalist*

j\fter claivitying the concept of socialism Mohite 

maiintaims that it should be achieved by democratic means, 

Democracy & Socialism are two different concepts. But then 

now can these live together? He says that in socialism that 

in socialism ell individual means are taken off & this process 

is done by democratic means i.e. by give & take method & in 

consultation with each other. The representatives of people 

have to hold consult :ation & establish socialism. They are 

to establish socialism. They are to establish it on the basis 

of all round hoi' inquiry i£to the economy of the county.

They have their right. The conutry is to establish 

socialism by democratic means.

Democratic socialism can further be explained by the 

fact that means of productions are comman wealth of the 

workers. Every worker work's collectively. Capitalists might

be giving the means of production. But they are owned;
collectively by all. To estab&sh control over the means

of production is a special aspect of Democratic socialism.
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Mohite holds the :'k; view thet in India democratic 

socialism will take root & that is the only from of social 

orfldr for the contry considering her social progress the he 

belive that it will done bring about social progress & imprave 

their standard of life. Democratic socialism concentrates 

its attention on the individual in the society. How he will 

stand on his own foot, economically, how he will improve his 

standard of living, all these factors are eirphasised in 

Democrat socaetism. We must therefore accept democratic 

socialism ecomic & political order of society.

For this purpose pandit Nehru embraced democratic 

socialism & made fundamental industries stateowned. Thus 

policy of Nehru was much criticiezed them. But in Nagapur 

conference of 1959 it was held that the fundumentel or basic 

industries should be statowned & the processing Industries 

should be let of the Co-operative sector. Mohite has 

furthe r explained how democratic socialism Co-operation are 

interelated & he titled toward Co-operative movement. He 

maintain that democratic Socialism that democratic socialism 

St Co-operative movement go hand in hand.

THOUGHTS ON RELIGION

The aspect of Indian society is different from that
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of eny other country. It is comprised of different 

languages, castes, and religions. The caste system is 

different in India as compared with other nations. There 

are many religions in India which are really impeding the 

way of progress.

To establish democratic socialism we have to do away 

with the established thoughts, customs, usages and the ways 

of thinking, says Mohite. Religions and Pastes should be to 

tally banished because through there confliets arise in 

India society. If the idia of erligion goes away, the whole 

society will progress.

Even though religion and caste can not be totally 

abolished yet Indian Govt, should try to do it, says Mohite.

The Indian Constitution is framed on the basis of 

secularism. Our Govt, has no one religion. We must bedfin 

from ourselves to do way with religion. Charity begins at 

home. No minister should be present at a religious functions 

we cfc must look at things from the point of view of humanism 

shedding off religious Sentiments.

Govt. Policy should be contributive to the aboliation 

of religon. Hence he opposed to the religious holidays. In 

secular state there should be no religious holiisy. Religion

is s personal matter. Provison should be made to enjoy* a
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religious holday if an individual wants.

Celebrations of birrth-days & holidays should be limited 

There are a number of saints in every religion. Hence it is 

wrong to give holidays on their brith days that develops 

the idea of religion. Birth day? of those should, howeyer, 

be celebrate who upheld secularism and they should be few in 

number.

He bojects to special concessions on religious basis 

which have no base in socialism, when socialistic Principles 

are accepted the condition for such concessions is economic 

backword ness and not religion or caste. This is not in 

conformity with secularism under the circumtences people 

cannot forget their caste.

THOUGH lS ON EDUCATION.

Yeshwantrao gives realistic thoughts on education. 

Educational philosopher also cannot deny them. He looks at 

the persent education system and expersses his dissatisfaction 

"The Present education system " says he is full of confusion, 

misunder standing & regressive".

Bhat is education ? It should aims at individual 

development end throughs individual developBent & social 

develop sanent, that should be path of education. Individnal



development and social development should have a fine fusion 

in education system. Along with knowledge education should 

develop many other qualities such as Patriolism, love of 

man, labour, a good relative between rural and urban life in 

tfeb pupil. The former aim of education namely bread & butter, 

aim should be discharged, Qualitative education is the need 

of the to day or present.

The duration or span of education should be reduced 

modem youth receives education upto the age •£ 28. He 

spends help half his in education.. The pattern of education 

must change according to the needs of the society and new 

ideas# If calculater Knowledge is given and the processes of 

addition and substraction use faught them. What is the use of 

teaching tables to them ? our students much receive 

Knowledge of science For the up lift of society students should 

be taught to love the soil in which they are born. Hence the 

period of learning should be limited.

Educational institutions should not be in the hands 

of political leaders, rich man or religious person. He says 

along with - Mao, " Today they are all in the hands of 

non-progressive people, they should be taken away Form then.

Village institutes should be left in the hands of the middle



class peasants and the rural institutions should be left to 

manage by the mid lie class the relates education to life.

OPPOSITION OP FASCISM

Yeshwantrao Mohite opposes Capitalistic economic 

system in the society. He also opposes fascism. He defines 

fascism as extreme form of Capitalism.

Capitalism & fascism the much related. Fascism is 

based on power Politics. Capitalism plays in the hands of 

fascism which openly establishes rights of capitalist people 

No other people then these can start industries. No one can 

do anything before the capitalists. So he opooses fascism.

Fascism upholds racical superiority which Mohite 

condemns Capitalism supports racical superiority in industries. 

We must support democratic Socialism to oppose Capitalism end 

racical superiority. He opposes Jana senghc end R.S.3. 

organisations on that account.

NATIONALISM.

According to Mohite nationalism means Country or nation 

as family and to exert to it But this kind of nationalism can 

exist only on democracy. Nationalism is love for the country
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or nation and in that limited sense the
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word is under stood. To experss the king ship, democrsey or 

Socialism are resorted to.

AMSWOMLWTS IN CQN3TI TITICN 

Constitution is the fundamental law of a nation. It 

is framed of a time and in certain set of circumstances 

changes in constitution ere bound to come with the time & 

circumstances. Biaut suppose court comes in. We have to do 

away with what is unessential & out dated. The constitution 

assembly have write certain Proceeedure for ammending the 

constitution. Fundamental rights ere granted is citizens by 

the constitution wftich cannot remove off inequality in 

wealth & sources of production, differences in caste & 

religon. It is wrong to suppose that supreme court has the 

right to settle all these things the world has been a humber of 

changes. & revolutions. People have become successful in 

breaking the old system. Hence constitution must change with 

the time and needs of the people,

MOHITS'S IDEA OF AGRO-INDUS?RI£S SOCIETY.

India is a land of farming. It is necessary to 

change the social order of things. Melxite has put forward 

his theory of social order on the basis of Agro-Industries to 

change society. He maintain that the industries that are
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now in the bends of non- agriculturists and non working classes 

are to be separated from than and that is the very basis of 

Agro- Industries. For example the suger Industries, Oil mills, 

spining mills etc. are to be owned by the working class.

For this purpose an economic revolution is bound to come 

which k& will change society. That will stop exploination 

of the producer and the consumer. It will be s society 

in which the worker will have ownership of the means by 

productions.

Mohite maintain that as long as egriculature economy 

is related to Cepitelalist economy the agriculaturiste will 

never get proper rates to their goods. Considering his 

expenses on them. Governmental Banker stock, state control, 

Taluka control and other means are of no use. To get proper 

rates for the goods of the farming class the only Penacea is 

the establishment of Agro- Industries.

T-his new social order aims at controlling production 

and economy in India and the whole of Industries are to be 

used for the befiefit of the direct producer, worker and 

consumer. That is the chief feature of this type of social 

order. To take our nation out of the hands of cxioloMel 

economy and leave if to producer and worker is also a great 

revolution. To implement the ideology Mohite introduced the

system of whole sale purchase of cotton and food.
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When he was food minister in Maharashtra Govt.

He also enacted slew of establish. Krishi Semities 

in which the merchants end the farmers have prapcrtion of 

reprentative to the there of 3s 10 A farmer will be the 

president of the semiti & its Function will be democratic.

Indian Gove, also passed laws for this system the 

policy of Neheru brought basic industries under the control 

of Govt, and the principle was upholder that the processing 

industries will remain in the hands of Co-operative field. 

Mohite thinks that Co-operation is the only way to bring 

new society.

POLITICAL PARTIES AHD PART^ CADRE

Power is at the centre to revolutionize society. In 

democratic&l parties are striving to get power. The 

organisation of people having the same aim, ideology and 

marching in the same direction mean a political party which 

to gain its objective, tries to capture power. It should 

always be alert to capture power and bring about revolution 

to fulfill its objectives. If it wants to capture power end 

to maintain it, the party should be always, on the alert to 

get if Y.a. Mohite's principles are directive to all parties. 

To capture power should not be the sole aim of a political 

party. It should always be striving for it to capture power



the politicel peirty should study which cl&ss in the society 

is being exploited and which its help it should try capture 

power. But the grievenaces of that samall group can not be 

considered as the grievenaces of the whole society Itshould 

be the aim of the politicel party to study the grievenaces 

Sc need of the whole society and keeping these in view it 

should go a head. It should try to redresses the grievances, 

supply their wants as far as possible end to remove their 

grievances. This will earn for it the support of the 

peoples. Political parties must find out the causes for the 

grievances of the .--people and find out means to remove them:. 

They should envisage. The future of the social system and 

propergate it. They should have proper organisers. They 

can then capture power and bring about revolueticn.

Consolidation of grievance of the people mass awakening 

propaganda & party organization are the four steps of 

revolution. Allpeople in the party cannot come to-gether. 

Hence only selected few must be trained who will, know 

economic social & political problems. These party leaders 

from the cad*r of the party. In the party cadre 50 out 500 

should be give trainning. !jjey will study social leadership, 

political a waking, politics & other subjects. These trained
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leaders will propagate party programm & study people's 

grievances, their needs & difficulties. Mohite has 

scientifically analysed how e party should be built up.

This is also useful to all parties.

CQ-GPK:IA HVb MOVEMENT

Mohite is trough up on Co-operative field. He has a 

chose relation between Co-operative Movement & democracy.

He says ' Co-operetive movement ie c patent means to establish 

economic democracy. Without Co-cperative movement there 

would be no rural development. And thes been no Co-operative 

movement the rural life would have been dry?’. Co-operative 

movement is thus responsible for economic revelution in 

society.

In his book " Co-operative movement in Maharashtra " 

he has explained how social change canbe brought about. He 

has pointed out the defects of Co-operative movement, how it 

comes in the way of social program & suggested ways to 

improve the movement. He has taken stock of the movement & 

has given his conclusions. He Dpines that it Co-operative 

movement is improved socialistic pattern of society.
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